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This seminar paper examines the concept of Retrieval-Augmented Large

Language Models (RALLMs). This concept merges "Retrieval-Augmented" (RA)

with "Large Language Models" (LLM) and represents a new generation of infor-

mation retrieval (IR) systems. By using the IR systems extended information,

the LLMs can also answer questions for which no information was available

in the LLMs’ training data. This includes proprietary knowledge, but also

knowledge that is more recent than the training data. After a brief introduction

to the terms information retrieval and large language model, an overview of

methods and applications of RALLMs will be given. A particular focus is on

what applications there are for RALLMs in software development.

In dieser Seminararbeit wird das Konzept der Retrieval-Augmented Large

Language Models (RALLMs) untersucht. Diese Bezeichnung verbindet die

Begriffe „Retrieval-Augmented“ (RA) und „Large Language Models“ (LLM) und

repräsentiert eine neue Generation von Systemen für den Informationsabruf.

Durch die Nutzung der erweiterten Informationen des Retrievalsystems können

die LLMs auch Fragen beantworten, zu denen in den Trainingsdaten der LLMs

keine Informationen verfügbar waren. Dazu gehört proprietäres Wissen, aber

auch Wissen, das aktueller als die Trainingsdaten ist. Nach einer kurzen

Einführung in die Begriffe Informationsabruf (Information Retrieval, IR) und

großes Sprachmodell (Large Language Model, LLM) wird ein Überblick über

Methoden und Anwendungen von RALLMs gegeben. Ein besonderer Fokus

liegt darauf, welche Anwendungen es für RALLMs in der Softwareentwicklung

gibt.
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1 Introduction

This seminar paper focuses on Retrieval-Augmented Large Language Models (RALLMs),

a term that combines "Retrieval-Augmented" and "Large Language Models". This name

indicates the beginning of a new era in the field of information retrieval systems. They

are traditionally used when searching for information, in chatbots, but also in software

development [109].

Information retrieval systems are used as a tool for finding information [109]. The

available knowledge should be filtered depending on a user’s input, so that only information

relevant to the user’s input remains. The external data source can be document databases,

real-time internet sources, Git repositories or private data. Filtering the information is

usually done using sparse vectors / keywords or dense vectors / semantic embeddings.

Large language models (LLMs) model natural language and are able to generate relevant

output based on a user’s input. If you join the information retrieval system and the large

language model, you get a retrieval-augmented large language model [109]. The word

"augmented" indicates that the learned weights (parametric memory) of the large language

model are enhanced with additional information sourced from the information retrieval

system (so-called non-parametric external memory), so that the LLM can also answer

questions about this knowledge. There are approaches that fine-tune pre-trained models,

train systems end to end and approaches that do not require any training at all as a

plug-and-play model.

The RALLM can solve numerous problems faced by LLMs [109]. By using the IR sys-

tem’s extended information, the LLMs can also answer questions for which no information

was available in the LLMs’ training data. This includes proprietary knowledge, but also

knowledge that is more current than the training data. In addition, LLM hallucinations and

factual inaccuracy can be reduced and LLM responses become more reliable and precise.

This seminar paper is structured as follows: It begins with a brief discussion of the

terms "Information Retrieval" (IR) and "Large Language Models" (LLMs) in section 2. What

follows is an overview of the methods of the Retrieval-Augmented Large Language Model

(RALLM) pipeline in section 3 with a particular focus on query rewriting, retrieval, rerank-

ing and readers. Finally, applications for RALLMs will be presented in section 4. General

applications for RALLMs will first be presented, such as question answering. Then a

special focus will be placed on which applications RALLMs are used and how they are

used in software development, such as code generation. It should also be noted that this is

neither a paper on LLMs nor a paper on processes in software development. The terms

from these subject areas that are necessary for further understanding are briefly explained.

The topic of RALLMs has experienced a major upswing since the breakthrough of large

language models in the early 2020s and is undergoing dynamic change. This means that

a standard process has not yet been established for many challenges related to RALLMs.

Therefore, many of the scientific publications break new ground. More than 50% of the

papers cited in this seminar paper are from 2023 or newer, so that a review process has

not (yet) taken place for some papers.
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2 Background

2 Background

This section discusses information retrieval and large language models.

2.1 Information Retrieval

According to section 1, information retrieval systems are used as a tool for finding infor-

mation. The term information retrieval (IR) has undergone an evolution since its creation

in the 1950s [80]. The new ability of computers to store large amounts of data made

it necessary to mine this data for useful information. When the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) launched the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) [26] in

1992, the field of research experienced a boom [80]. With search engines like Google [6],

algorithms were developed for the first time that could search the Internet.

Due to progress in computational linguistics, the focus of the research field has shifted to

interaction with natural language with so-called user queries (also called user prompts or

user inputs) [109]. However, the core functionality of the IR system has remained the same:

filtering information from a (large) defined context of knowledge that is relevant to the

user. The approach to information retrieval has evolved over time. Previous approaches

filter documents based on sparse vectors (keyword matching) [69]. More recent approaches

are based on dense vectors [36], which determines the semantic similarity of text sections.

2.2 Large Language Models

Large language models (LLMs) model the generative likelihood of word sequences and

they predict the probability of the following words, so that they can generate text in a

natural language [106]. LLMs are the result of an evolutionary process in Natural Language

Processing (NLP). There are the following stages of development (see Figure 1): statistical

language models (SLM) based on the markov assumption, neural language models (NLM)

based on multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs), pre-trained

language models (PLM) based on bidirectional long short-term memory (biLSTM) or

Transformer architecture [88] with the pre-training and fine-tuning learning paradigm,

large language models (LLM) as scaling PLM with billions of parameters.

Figure 1: paradigms for language models [106]

As sequence-to-sequence mod-

els (seq2seq), LLMs transform an

input sequence into an output se-

quence. Interaction with users

usually takes place on a text ba-

sis. Modern models are based on

the transformer architecture [88]

with an attention mechanism. The

transformer architecture is based

on the encoder-decoder structure,

where the encoder maps an input sequence x in a continuous representation z. The decoder

maps this representation z to an output sequence y. The attention mechanism maps a

query and a key-value pair to an output, where the output is a sum of the values weighted
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2.2 Large Language Models

(a) LLM timeline [106] (b) NL2Code models timeline [101]

Figure 2: LLM examples

depending on the query and key, i.e. the more relevant a key is to a query, the more

its value is weighted. Important information is emphasized, irrelevant information is

suppressed.

According to Liu et al. [50] and Zhao et al. [106], different paradigms have emerged in

the use of LLMs. In the pre-train and fine-tune paradigm, a model with a fixed architecture

is pre-trained on large data sets in order to learn general-purpose features. The pre-trained

model is then adapted to downstream tasks with smaller task-specific data sets. In the

"pre-train, prompt, and predict" paradigm [50], downstream tasks are reformulated using

textual prompts so that they are comparable to the pre-training tasks. Additional task-

specific training can often be avoided, making a single general-purpose LLM suitable for

numerous tasks, provided the LLM receives appropriate prompts.

There are numerous LLMs in the literature and in practice (see Figure 2a). Some of

them will be briefly presented here. BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from

Transformers) [16] is a language model developed by Google AI based on the Transformer

architecture with 110M total parameters. It can process text bidirectionally, which is

a significant improvement over previous models that process text sequentially. It is a

pre-trained model that can be fine-tuned with an additional output layer. BART [43] is a

denoising autoencoder from Facebook AI for pre-training sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq)

models. It uses the Transformer architecture and represents a generalization of BERT.

It is particularly suitable for fine-tuning. GPT-3 [7] from OpenAI (further development

GPT-4 [61]) is an up-scaled LLM with 175 billion parameters (10x more than any previous

non-sparse language model) with strong task-agnostic performance without the need for

fine-tuning. LLaMA [86] and the further development Llama 2 [85] from Meta represent a

collection of open source models with up to 70B parameters.

All of these LLMs are also suitable for generating programming code described using

natural language (NL2Code). However, there are also some models that are specialized for

these NL2Code tasks (see Figure 2b). A milestone is Codex [11], a GPT-based model that

has been fine-tuned on GitHub Python code and is the basis for GitHub Copilot
1
. Zan et al.

[101] provides an overview of 27 LLMs that specialize in the generation of programming

code, for example CodeT5+ [95] (see section 4).

1https://github.com/features/copilot
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3 Retrieval-Augmented Large Language Models: Methods

3 Retrieval-Augmented Large Language Models: Methods

ARetrieval-Augmented Large LanguageModel (RALLM) represents, as described in section

1, the combination of an information retrieval system and a large language model. This

section describes the methods in more detail and explains how these parts are combined

and assembled into a type of pipeline.

Based on Zhu et al. [109], a pipeline consisting of the four modules (see Figure 3) query

rewriter, retriever, reranker and reader has proven to be a standard process for RALLMs.

The process begins with a user question (hereinafter called query), which can optionally

be adapted by the query rewriter module. The retriever module then searches the available

knowledge for documents or text passages that are relevant to the query. The optional

reranker module can look at these documents or text passages in more granular detail.

Finally, the text passages found in the previous modules are presented to a reader module,

usually consisting of an LLM, together with the user question in order to answer the user

query. There are many variants of these modules, and with this modular approach many

variants can be combined with each other as desired. A retriever and a reader must be

present in every RALLM, query rewriters and rerankers are optional.

Figure 3: RALLM Pipeline, adapted from Zhu et al. [109]

The set of knowledge available to the RALLM (often called document repository or

knowledge base) needs to be clearly defined, and its accessibility must be ensured. This

can be closed knowledge (set of text files) or open knowledge (e.g. the Internet). The

knowledge base can change dynamically without any training.

In the following sections (3.1 - 3.4) the four modules of the described pipeline process

for RALLMs, namely the query rewriter, retriever, reranker, and reader, will be examined

in more detail along with their different details and characteristics. These approaches are

based on so-called in-context learning [7, 17, 68], in which an LLM is intended to answer

a user query based on a provided context and not on the previously learned knowledge.

However, there are also some approaches for RALLMs that cannot be classified into this

standard pipeline. These should be discussed in the section 3.5. Finally, a brief overview of

evaluation methods (section 3.6) for RALLMs will be given.
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3.1 Query Rewriter

3.1 Query Rewriter

The "Query Rewriter" module of a RALLM is intended, according to Zhu et al. [109], to

increase the precision and meaningfulness of a user query at the beginning of the pipeline.

There are approaches to reformulate user queries (rewriting, expansion, multi-queries) or

approaches to generate a pseudo-answer for the retriever step.

Query rewriting approaches respond to the fact that original user query are often short,

contradictory or imprecise [109]. The rewriting approaches are intended to give the re-

triever the opportunity to find exactly the documents that are relevant to the user. They

improve the results of the RALLM, but are not mandatory.

A common option for query rewriting is a query expansion [8], which adds additional

information to a query. Here an LLM is given an original query q and is asked to reformulate

it and provide different variants of the query q’ with similar terms [15]. A vocabulary

mismatch, especially in sparse retrievers, can be avoided because the extended query can

recognize relevant documents that have no lexical and only a slight semantic match with

the original query. The original query is then usually concatenated with the generated

variants of the query and passed to a retriever [32].

Ye et al. [99] describes four properties that a rewritten query should have: Correctness

(preserve the meaning of the original query), Clarity (unambiguous and independent of

the conversational context), Informativeness (incorporate valuable, relevant and useful

information from the conversational context), Non-redundancy (avoid duplicating context).

Experimental results show that query expansion approaches are particularly suitable for

sparse retriever approaches and then significantly increase the performance of a RALLM.

Hypothetical Document Embeddings (HyDE) [22] lets an LLM generate a hypothetical

pseudo document based on a user query (see Figure 4). With the following (dense) re-

triever module relevant documents with semantic similarity to the generated hypothetical

document are searched. A semantic similarity between the original user query and the

document corpus is no longer determined. This reduces the number of noisy documents

and eliminates the need for many retrievers to assume that questions and answers have a

high semantic similarity.

Generate-and-Retrieval (GandR) [103] is an approach comparable to HyDE that carries

out the retrieval process with a preliminary prediction as a pseudo answer. The retrieval

process is then carried out with this psedo-response. In contrast to HyDE, it requires

training and it is embedded in a generate-and-retrieval framework.

HyDE and GandR are particularly suitable for dense retriever approaches, outperform-

ing numerous classic dense retriever approaches. However, they require more computing

time than conventional approaches. Query2doc [92] is an approach that extends the

query for sparse and dense retrievers with generated pseudo-documents and, for example,

outperforms approaches such as HyDE.

In the information retrieval paradigm conversational search [66], an (iterative) interac-

tion takes place between the user and the retrieval system. Query rewriting approaches

also exist for conversational search, for example from Mao et al. [55] and Ye et al. [99].
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3 Retrieval-Augmented Large Language Models: Methods

Figure 4: HyDE [22]

Ma et al. [54] represents a fundamentally different query rewriting approach compared

to previous approaches. An end-to-end rewrite-retrieve-read pipeline trained with re-

inforcement learning is proposed, i.e. the rewriter is supported by the reader feedback

trained. Compared to trained rewriters and frozen (blackbox) rewriters, the end-to-end

reinforcement learning approach shows significant performance gains on numerous data

sets. However, the end-to-end training means it deviates significantly from the previously

adopted modular approach of the RALLM pipeline.

3.2 Retriever

Figure 5: Multi-Stage Architecture [24]

The "Retriever" module of a RALLM is,

according to Zhu et al. [109] andGuo et

al. [24], a first-pass document filter that

has the task of delivering relevant doc-

uments or text passages based on the

user query from the available knowl-

edge. This returns a subset of the doc-

ument repository/corpus that is rele-

vant to the user query (or the output

of the query rewriting module). Ex-

pressed formally [107]: Let 𝑞 be a nat-

ural language query and 𝑑𝑖 be a text

or document from a large document

repository 𝐷 = {𝑑𝑖}𝑚𝑖=1 consisting of m documents. Now a ranked list L = [𝑑1, 𝑑2, ...𝑑𝑘]
of the k « m most relevant documents should be returned based on a relevance score of

the retrieval model. If a reranking mechanism is used in the RALLM pipeline, an initial

set of k document candidates is searched with the aim of achieving a high recall. The

reranking module then takes over the more fine-grained consideration with the aim of

good precision (see Figure 5).

According to Guo et al. [24], there are two main paradigms for retrievers: classical

term-based models (sparse retriever) and semantic models (dense retriever) with word

embeddings. Formally speaking, most or all elements of a dense vector contain non-zero

values. In sparse vectors, most of the elements are zero and the few non-zero values carry

the essential information. In addition, there are hybrid approaches (Table 1 in the survey
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3.2 Retriever

from Guo et al. [24] offers a list of methods).

Sparse retrieval methods [24] usually represent each document and each query as a

sparse vector, usually based on a discrete symbolic representation (e.g. bag of words).

Sparse retrieval methods can be further divided into two classes (neural weighting schemes,

sparse representation learning), depending on how the sparse representation is learned.

A key advantage of the sparse retriever is its clarity and interpretation options. Since

no semantic information is taken into account, the so-called vocabulary mismatch prob-

lem (no consideration of similar words) and the lack of consideration of word order are

disadvantages of sparse retrievers.

BM25 [69] is a popular traditional sparse retriever approach based on a Probabilistic

Relevance Framework (PRF). It is based on the term frequency (TF) in the document

and their inverse document frequency (IDF), where common terms are considered less

important and rare words are given higher weight. The term frequency is normalized with

the document length to prevent longer documents from being systematically preferred. In

addition, various models and variations derived from BM25 exist.

SPLADE [21] is a newer approach to a sparse retriever. It uses a weighted representation

of words that takes into account not only frequency but also semantic meaning based on

BERT [16]. Experiments show that it can keep up with dense retrieval methods, but at the

same time requires fewer computing resources and is more efficient.

Dense retrieval methods [24] use word embedding techniques and continuous vec-

tors taking into account word semantics instead of a discrete symbolic representation.

Figure 6: Dense Retrieval Architecture [24]

Word embedding techniques [57] learn

word representations using neural net-

works (here continuous skip-gram

model) and thus map linguistic rules

and patterns in the learned vectors.

They learn precise syntactic and se-

mantic word relationships so that they

can be ’calculated’ with, for exam-

ple: 𝑣𝑒𝑐 (′𝑀𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑑′) − 𝑣𝑒𝑐 (′𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑛′) +
𝑣𝑒𝑐 (′𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒′) ≈ 𝑣𝑒𝑐 (′𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠′). By tak-

ing word semantics into account, word

embedding techniques solve the vocab-

ulary mismatch problem of sparse re-

trievers.

Dense retrieval methods can also be further divided [24] into two classes (term-level rep-

resentation learning and document-level representation learning), depending on whether

the vectors are based on individual sentences/sequences (fine-granular) or based on entire

documents (coarse-granular) are formed.

In order to find suitable documents d for a query q, dense vectors are determined for

the query q and for all available documents d (see dual-encoder architecture or siamese

network in Figure 6), i.e. there are independent dense vectors for the queries 𝜙 (𝑞) and
the documents𝜓 (𝑑). In a matching layer f, a final relevance score is calculated from the

9



3 Retrieval-Augmented Large Language Models: Methods

learned representations 𝜙 (𝑞) and 𝜓 (𝑑), often using a similarity function. The k most

relevant documents according to this score are selected.

Zhao et al. [107] offers a further overview of dense text retrieval methods, based on over

300 papers. In particular, the aspects of architecture, i.e. how to design the dense retrieval

architecture, training, i.e. how to optimize the training of the dense fetcher, indexing,

i.e. how to design efficient data structures for indexing and retrieving dense vectors, and

integration, i.e. how to integrate a complete retrieval pipeline.

Dense Passage Retrieval (DPR) [36] is a common approach for a dense retriever. Be-

cause it is used in many applications (see Section 4.1), it is discussed in more detail here.

DPR do not form vector representations at the level of the entire document but at the

level of passages in the document, i.e. they split each document d into passages p as a

sequence of tokens w. Each passage is approximately the same length; The ideal length

of a passage, often called chunk, and its separations is a function of the retriever and the

reader and is further investigated by Wang et al. [96]. The embedding model is trained so

that the inner product between the question and the relevant passage at the vector level

is maximized for a batch. DPR further uses a dense encoder 𝐸𝑃 (·), which maps each of

the text passages onto a d-dimensional vector. At runtime, the user query is also mapped

onto a d-dimensional vector using an encoder 𝐸𝑄 (·) and the k passages with the shortest

distance to the query vector are selected, called maximum inner product search (MIPS).

The distance or similarity between the query and the text passage is determined by the

dot product of their vectors: 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑞, 𝑝) = 𝐸𝑄 (𝑞)𝑇𝐸𝑃 (𝑝). If the vectors are normalized to 1

(unit vector), the cosine similarity is equivalent to the inner product. Alternatively, the

euclidean distance (L2) can also be used.

In addition to DPR, there are other approaches for embeddings and dense retrievers.

A common and commercial model for text embeddings is text-embedding-ada-002
2
from

OpenAI, provided via an API endpoint, with a maximum length for input tokens of 8191

and a fixed vector output dimension of 1536.

FAISS [34] is an open source library for efficient similarity search in dense vectors. Vari-

ous approaches to how the distance or similarity between dense vectors can be determined

are discussed. In addition, high-performance and parallel implementations on GPUs are

proposed.

Adapted Dense Retrieval (Adder) [1] (under review) represents an extension of the Dense

Retrieval method. Embeddings are transformed task-specifically, so that the retrieval result

improves for small k (k=1 or 3 or 5).

Contriever [31] represents a dense retriever that was trained without supervision and

still achieves good performance in various retrieval settings, with reranking (see Section

3.3) it even outperforms DPR [36]. This enables the development of trained domain-specific

retrievers without the need for labeled data sets. Based on contrastive learning, an auxiliary

task, the Inverse cloze task (ICT), takes over the supervision by predicting the surrounding

context given a query.

2https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/embeddings
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3.3 Reranker

3.3 Reranker

The "Reranker" module of a RALLM is, according to Zhu et al. [109], a second-pass docu-

ment filter that has the task of evaluating or ranking a list of documents or text passages in

terms of relevance to the user query. Such a ranking is more fine-grained than the previous

retriever step and it focuses more on the quality of the documents, but is not mandatory.

Due to the lower but higher quality context, performance and latency also improves. The

reranker module assumes that the Retriever module provides a list of k documents or

text passages. There are essentially two approaches to reranking: fine-tuning a specific

reranking model / LLM or prompting an LLM for reranking.

Fine-tuned reranking models evaluate the documents or text passages found in the

retriever module for relevance to the user query. Reranking is defined as a classification

task.

MonoT5 [60] uses a generation model and trains it to return the tokens ’true’ or ’false’,

depending on the relevance of document d with respect to query q. Depending on the

estimated probability of relevance P(relevant=1|q,d), determined exclusively by softmax to

’true’ or ’false’, the document chunks can then be sorted. The paper also shows how such

a ranking model can be trained and that a sequence-to-sequence architecture outperforms

an encoder-only architecture. RankT5 [110] refers to this and shows that a direct numerical

determination of the ranking scores instead of generating text tokens outperforms the

approach of Nogueira et al. [60] by 2%.

(a) Reranking Prompt Types [83] (b) UPR Reranking Scheme [72]

Figure 7: Reranking

As an alternative to the first approach, LLMs can be used to rerank documents or text

passages through prompting. There are different prompting approaches (see Figure 7a)

[83]: The relevance generation approach asks the LLM whether an individual document

(pointwise) appears relevant to a query. The query generation approach asks the LLM for

a query for each document (pointwise), whereby the relevance of each document depends

on the logarithmic probability of generating the respective query given this document.

The permutation generation approach prompts the query and a list of documents (listwise,

often with sliding windows due to the long context) into an LLM and asks it to order the

documents according to their relevance to the query.

11



3 Retrieval-Augmented Large Language Models: Methods

The Unsupervised Passage Reranker (UPR) [72] uses a pretrained zero-shot question

generation model to rescore document passages. It can be applied on top to any retriever

and does not require any task-specific fine-tuning due to the unsupervised approach.

It rescores each of the k document passages 𝑝𝑖 from the retrieval step by calculating

the likelihood of the input question q given the document passage 𝑝𝑖 (see Figure 7b).

Experiments show that the reranking of the top 1000 document chunks of the contriever

[31] (see Section 3.2) in the top-20 retrieval accuracy metric outperforms the DPR [36].

However, UPR [72] relies on the availability of the model’s logarithmic output, which is

not the case for many commercial models. This problem is addressed by various works.

The RankGPT approach [83] responds to this by proposing an alternative permutation

generation approach, whereby the LLM (here GPT-4) should suggest permutations of a

group of passages. A sliding window approach responds to the limited context window.

This approach outperforms previous approaches. Since this method relies on proprietary

models behind API endpoints, RankVicuna [64] was developed as an open-source reranking

model with a zero-shot setting whose performance lies between GPT-3.5 and GPT-4. Cho

et al. [13] further investigates how prompts can be optimized for zero-shot reranking

models.

3.4 Reader

The "Reader" module of a RALLM, according to Zhu et al. [109], has the task of generating

an answer based on the user query and taking into account the received text passages or

documents and presenting it to the user. This reader is usually represented by an LLM

(see section 2.2). A distinction is made between passive and active readers.

A passive reader uses the received documents or text passages directly and presents

them to the LLM, whereby the IR system and the LLM are basically independent [109].

REPLUG [77] (under review) views the LLM in a RALLM as a blackbox, in contrast to

many previous approaches that fine-tune LLMs. The retriever (and possibly reranker) is

adapted to the LLM and the documents received are inserted together with the query into

the input prompt of the LLM, which then provides the final answer to the query. This also

enables the use of commercial blackbox APIs, which - without being able to see parameters

or internal information of the model - send an output back to an input. The Retriever

component of REPLUG is potentially tunable.

The In-Context RALM [68] is an approach that leaves the architecture of the (L)LM

unchanged and requires no further training or fine-tuning. In contrast to REPLUG [77],

which only requires one retriever operation, the in-context RALM [68] requires a retrieval

operation every s (retrieval stride) tokens. Experiments show that a higher frequency of

retriever operations leads to improved performance, but at the expense of a significantly

longer runtime. Therefore, Ram et al. [68] propose to find a balance between performance

and runtime by retrieving every s=4 tokens.

In contrast to passive readers, an active reader can trigger the retrieval pipeline if they

think it is necessary [109]. Here the IR system and LLM are usually not independent, so

this paradigm also represents a small deviation from the standard RALLM pipeline.
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Forward-Looking Active REtrieval augmented generation (FLARE) [33] is a method

that actively decides when and what to retrieve. It iteratively generates a temporary next

sentence. If this contains low-probability tokens, the generated temporary sentence is

used as a query to retrieve documents and then a final sentence is generated. Demonstrate-

Search-Predict (DSP) [37] is a high-level program that can systematically break down

problems into small problems while bootstrapping pipelines. Composable functions boot-

strap training examples (Demonstrate), information from a knowledge corpus is recorded

(Search) and an output is generated (Predict).

Readers (active and passive readers) can be expanded through the Chain of Thought

(CoT) paradigm. CoT [97] is a paradigm with a series of intermediate reasoning steps that

extends a prompt as a classic input-output pair to <input, chain of thought, output>.

Multi-Chain Reasoning (MCR) [100] prompts an LLM with multiple chains of thought.

Information and facts are then selected from several reasoning chains to generate an

answer. A decomposition model and a retriever iteratively generate a reasoning chain,

which are then merged into a multi-chain context, which is then passed along with the

original question to the meta-reasoner model.

3.5 Further RALLM Models and additional Aspects

This section presents some approaches to RALLMs that deviate from the previous pipeline

and also discusses other aspects.

Figure 8: RAG training (end-to-end) [44]

Lewis et al. [44] presents a general-purpose fine-tuning recipe for retrieval-augmented

generation (RAG). Similar to the RALLM pipeline presented previously, a pre-trained

sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model is combined as parametric memory with a dense

vector as non-parametric memory. In contrast to the previously presented RALLM pipeline,

the model is trained end to end with back-propagation (backprop [70]) and query input x

is mapped directly to the generated answer y as output using the retrieved text documents

z (see Figure 8). Extensive training of the model is necessary and the components used

(retriever, generator) are trained together and are no longer independent of each other.

The retrieval component 𝑝𝜂 is based on the DPR [36] (see Section 3.2) and the generator

component 𝑝𝜃 is based on BART [43] (see Section 2.2). The top k documents are found via
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a Maximum Inner Product Search (MIPS), whereby the query x is translated with q(x) and

the documents z with d(z) into a dense vector representation. More generally, RAG is a

method that aims to link retrieval and generation components end-to-end in one model.

RALLMs only aim to extend an LLM with a retriever, so the RAG is a specific RALLM

implementation.

Sachan et al. [71] represents another approach to training a RALLM end to end. Unsu-

pervised pre-training is followed by supervised fine tuning. Through end-to-end training,

better results in retrieval accuracy and answer extraction can be achieved; this requires

resource-intensive training and flexible modularization is not possible.

Autoencoding-based Retriever Training (ART) [73] introduces a new autoencoding

training scheme for dense retrieval models that only requires unpaired inputs and outputs

and no longer requires labeled training data. The retrieved documents are viewed as a

noisy representation of the query, with the question reconstruction probability providing

soft labels for the relevance of the document.

The sequential nature of the retrieval augmentation pipeline increases the waiting time

(latency) for an answer compared to classic search algorithms or simple LLM queries

[82]. This is because the LLM often needs to be given long contexts as input and the

computational complexity in a self-attention transformer layer increases quadratically

with the input sequence [88]. Additionally, running LLMs with billions of parameters is

often not possible on small computing environments. To improve response times, it is

advisable to transfer compression techniques for neural networks such as Knowledge Dis-

tilling [28] to RALLM approaches. Distillation generally involves transferring knowledge

from a large, slow model to a smaller, fast model. QUILL [82] and ReAugKD [105] are

respectively approaches that apply knowledge distillation approaches to RALLMs through

a professor-teacher-student approach. For example, ReAugKD achieves state-of-the-art

results on the GLUE benchmark with less than 3% latency overhead compared to the

baseline without retrieval augmentation.

The RALLM approaches considered in this seminar paper so far are limited to text.

MuRAG [12] and RA-CM3 [98] are models that extend RALLMs multimodally so that they

(retriever, generator/reader) can process images in addition to text.

3.6 Evaluation

There are numerous approaches to evaluate the performance of a RALLM methods. Ac-

cording to Section 1, a RALLM using external knowledge is intended to make an LLM

more precise and reliable, while reducing the problem of hallucinations and outdated and

unknown knowledge.

According to Es et al. [19], there are essentially two dimensions to consider when

evaluating a RALLM: the ability of the retriever to obtain relevant documents and the

ability of the LLM/reader to generate an answer to the question using the information

from the retriever.
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Figure 9: RALLM Abilities [10]

Chen et al. [10] describes that a RALLM

should have four abilities: noise robustness,

negative rejection, information integration,

and counterfactual robustness. Noise Ro-

bustness is the ability of the RALLM to ex-

tract the relevant information from a noisy

document. Negative rejection is the abil-

ity of the RALLM to reject an answer to a

question if the required information is not

present in the (received) documents. Infor-

mation integration is the ability of RALLM

to answer complex questions that require

combining information from multiple doc-

uments to answer them. Counterfactual

robustness is the ability of the RALLM to

detect factual errors in the documents. Fig-

ure 9 shows a concrete example for each of

the four abilities. Data sets have been cre-

ated for all four capabilities of the RALLM

[10].

Retrieval Augmented Generation Assessment (RAGAS) [19] is a framework for reference-

free evaluation of Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) pipelines. It provides metrics

(including faithfulness, answer relevance, context relevance) to evaluate a RALLM even

without human annotations, allowing LLMs to evaluate the relevance of a document or

the quality of a question through prompting.

4 Retrieval-Augmented Large Language Models: Applications

In this section, various applications for RALLMs will be presented. General applications,

especially question-answering systems, including those with private knowledge, and

web browsing systems will be presented in Section 4.1. RALLM applications in software

engineering will then be presented in Section 4.2. The focus here is on applications that

use RALLM approaches. Further LLM based approaches for these applications are covered

by Kaddour et al. [35].

4.1 General Applications

This section presents general applications for RALLMs. These are primarily question

answering systems that are expanded with general publicly available data sources such as

Wikipedia or the Internet, special public data sources such as in medicine or private data

sources.

LLMs give an answer to a question as input as an output in natural language and thus

represent a question answering system, thus extending classic open domain question
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answering systems (ODQA). ODQA’s task is to answer factoid questions correctly. The

first major evaluation of domain-independent question answering systems took place back

in 2000 at TREC-8 (see Section 2.1) [90]. Fact-based questions should be answered from

approximately 1.5 gigabytes of text, with a ranked list of 5 pairs [document-id, answer-

string] being returned for each question. Since then, the ODQA task has been improved

and various benchmarks have been created, such as SQuAD [67], Natural Questions (NQ)

[40] and WebQuestions (WQ) [5].

The Dense Passage Retriever (DPR) [36] presented in Section 3.2 was developed for

ODQA. Experiments show that DPR performs better than the sparse retriever BM25 [69]

(see Section 3.2) on the data sets NQ and WQ.

RAG-end2end [81] extends the RAG approach [44], which was presented in Section

3.5. Through the extension, this can be adapted to a domain-specific knowledge base,

whereby the retriever component and the generator component are trained together end-

to-end (instead of a separate fine-tuning of the DPR). The evaluation on data sets from the

COVID-19, conversations and news domain shows that end-to-end training leads to better

results.

The Hybrid Hierarchical Retriever (HHR) [2] combines sparse retrieval methods and

dense retrieval methods in a hierarchical structure (document retrieval followed by a

passage retriever, see Figure 10), similar to the retrieve-reranking pipeline. Hierarchical,

because first top-𝑘𝑑 documents are retrieved, from which the top-𝑘𝑝 passages are then

retrieved. For both steps, sparse or dense retriever can be selected or the hybrid variant,

resulting in a total of 9 possible configurations. This shows that dense and sparse retrievers

can complement each other well.

Figure 10: HHR with Wikipedia [2]

In addition to the ODQA data sets mentioned,

it is common for RALLM applications to use a

Wikipedia dump
3
as the (only) source of knowl-

edge (see Figure 10). Wikipedia contains up-to-

date knowledge in natural language. The machine

reading at scale (MRS) setting [9] first uses the

document (sparse) retriever to find 5 relevant ar-

ticles from the over 5 million english-language

wikipedia articles, which are then retrieved by the

document reader be examined in more detail. It

can be shown that the 2017 approach outperforms the classic built-in Wikipedia search

engine
4
(e.g. 77.8% vs. 62.7% on SQuAD). However, the MRS approach is generic and not

just limited to Wikipedia.

Since ODQA is often ambiguous and often allowsmultiple interpretations of the question-

answer combination, it often makes sense to generate a longer answer while taking into

accountmultiple possible interpretations. The Tree of Classifications (TOC) [38] framework

takes this challenge into account by recursively constructing a tree of disambiguations for

ambiguous questions. This results in improvements in performance.

3https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/latest/
4https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Search
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Figure 11: WikiChat [75]

WikiChat [75], based on GPT-4, represents a very new, high-performance approach to

integrating information from Wikipedia into an LLM chat. It is optimized for the three

metrics factuality, conversationality and latency. WikiChat achieves 97.3% factual accuracy

in conversations, in contrast to GPT-4’s 66.1%. That’s why they call it the first LLM-based

few-shot chatbot that almost never hallucinates and has high conversational ability and

low latency. The 7-stage pipeline (see Figure 11) combines the best of all information

retrieval approaches. Stage 1 generates a query that is sent to an information retrieval

system and returns 𝑁𝐼𝑅 passages. Stage 2 extracts relevant parts of the preserved passages

and summarizes them in bullet points. Stage 3 generates a response for the conversation

history. Stage 4 divides the answer into multiple claims. Stage 5 verifies each claim using

chain-of-thought prompting. Stage 6 generates another draft answer based on the bullet

points and the verified claims. Stage 7 refines the answer based on relevance, naturalness,

non-repetition and temporal accuracy and provides a final answer. However, due to nu-

merous API calls, latency worsens and costs are higher compared to GPT-4. Therefore,

WikiChat provides a second, smaller model with knowledge distillation (see Section 3.5)

and still achieves a factual accuracy of 91.1% with a latency comparable to GPT-4. A real

user study with 40 participants confirms the better results in terms of factual accuracy of

WikiChat compared to GPT-4.

RALLMs can also be used to verify facts and statements in order to find fake news (see

FakeNews Challenge
5
). Fact Extraction and VERification (FEVER) [84] is a data set of

185,445 claims, which are divided into 3 categories: Supported, Refuted and NotEnough-

Info. A baseline is provided, with the retrieval component being implemented using a

5http://www.fakenewschallenge.org/
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sparse retriever. Guzman Olivares et al. [25] will set a new state of the art on the FEVER

benchmark for fact verification in 2023, based on an approach that takes Wikipedia’s graph

structure into account.

The RALLM applications for ODQA or fact verification presented so far were limited

to a specific data set or Wikipedia as an external knowledge repository. As an extension

to this, RALLMs were developed that can access the Internet via a web search and use

the knowledge. WebGPT [59] is an extension of GPT-3 developed by OpenAI, where the

LLM searches the Internet through the Microsoft Bing Web Search API
6
and can answer a

user’s question based on the information found there. Lazaridou et al. [42] (under review)

publish a comparable work that relies on the Google Search Engine.

The RALLM applications presented so far were designed for open-domain knowledge

and were not limited to a specific area of knowledge. However, there are also approaches

that are limited to a specific area and are more effective in this area.

Mavi et al. [56] applies existing question answering systems to specific domains such as

law and finance using chain-of-thought prompting. It should be noted that data in these

domains is often only semi-structured and often contains numbers in table format and

therefore requires special treatment during retrieval.

PaperQA [41] (under review) applies the RAG model [44] (see Section 3.5) to question

answering tasks for scientific literature. It provides information retrieval on the entire

scientific article and can provide answers to questions. For this purpose, a benchmark data

set for RAG for scientific papers LitQA was created for further improvements in the future.

Chat-Orthopedist [78] represents a shared decision making tool for adolescent idiopathic

scoliosis (AIS, spinal deformity) patients, which is based on a RALLM (see Figure 12).

It consists of three components: an external AIS knowledge base (document chunks

with 2000 tokens), a retriever (dense retriever with embedding size d=768) and an LLM

(ChatGPT). Chat-Orthopedist marks a significant advancement beyond earlier models,

offering numerous benefits. It leverages a database with options for rapid updates and

ensures source transparency. Additionally, it employs multi-source reasoning to avoid

producing hallucinations, while providing a dialogue that is human-like.

Figure 12: Chat-Orthopedist [78]

6https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/bing/apis/bing-web-search-api
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BEEDS [94] applies the RALLM approach to literature in biomedicine, using a three-step

pipeline (document retriever, document reader, normalizer) to extract event triples for a

searched protein or gene and put them in a knowledge database can be saved.

Schumann et al. [74] applies the idea of document retrieval to a text corpus of 709

German regulatory documents to collect relevant regulatory information for an audit.

They examine 13 different retrieval variants and 16 search queries, which show that hybrid

variants of sparse and dense retrievers perform best.

The RALLM applications presented so far have assumed that they are questions about

publicly available knowledge, but there are numerous use cases in which questions about

private or proprietary knowledge can be asked. Responding to this requirement, Split

Iterative Retrieval (SPIRAL) [3] creates a RALLM with an understanding of private data.

4.2 Applications in Software Engineering

In this section, various applications for RALLMs in the field of software engineering will

be presented.

First of all, there are numerous applications for LLMs in software engineering (LLM4SE).

Numerous survey papers provide a good overview over models [101], applications [20]

and literature [29]. However, the applications presented in this work are limited to the use

of LLMs in combination with retrieval systems in software engineering.

The applications of RALLMs in software engineering primarily include classic code

generation tasks that are expanded with retrieval systems (e.g. at the level of a repository).

But there are also some applications in the areas of requirements engineering, program

repairing, code summarization, code search and commit generation. It should be particu-

larly pointed out that the focus is on which applications retrieval methods are used and

how they are used, and less on the applications themselves.

4.2.1 Code Generation with Retrieval Methods

Code generation and code completion has the task of generating code from a natural

language description or completing unfinished code. RALLM approaches can help with

this task. First, different repository-level code generation approaches are presented, with a

particular focus on RepoCoder by Zhang et al. [104]. This is followed by code generation

approaches that refer to API specifications or code documentation during retrieval.

RepoCoder [104] is a generic framework to complete unfinished code based on the

context of the associated repository. This makes it possible to complete code based on

dependencies on other files in the repository (including shared utilities, configurations,

cross-API invocations) while taking into account naming conventions and coding styles of

the respective repository.

RepoCoder uses a retriever to find relevant context for code completion within the repos-

itory and an LLM as a generator. Figure 13a shows that, compared to other techniques

(especially RAG approach), RepoCoder uses an iterative pipeline of retriever and generator.
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(a) Structure (b) Iterations (c) Prompt

Figure 13: RepoCoder [104]

Figure 13b shows a code example for this iteration, in which the COLMAP API is called in

the first iteration. However, the predicted parameters are incorrect because the retrieval

query was not yet suitable. In a second iteration, the target API signature can be retrieved

using the incorrect API call as a new query and the code can be completed correctly.

Based on the code files of the repository 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, ...}, a retriever R searches with

the unfinished code X as a query in the repository 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜 the most relevant code snippets

𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑡 = R(𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜 , 𝑋 ). Then an LLM M generates a prediction for the searched code 𝑌 =

M(𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑡 , 𝑋 ). Figure 13c shows an example prompt of how the retrieved code snippets 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑡

are combined with the unfinished code X. Since this is an iterative procedure, the previous

prediction 𝑌 𝑖−1
is used as the new retrieval query for the following i-th iteration, so that

in the i-th iteration 𝐶𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑡 = R(𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜 , 𝑋, 𝑌

𝑖−1) are returned as relevant code snippets and

𝑌 𝑖 = M(𝐶𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑡 , 𝑋 ) as a new prediction. M and R remain unchanged throughout the entire

retrieval process. The retriever R can be any retriever that, given a query, returns relevant

documents (experiments in the paper with sparse and dense retrievers). The generator M
can be any pre-trained LLM (experiments with GPT-3.5-Turbo and CodeGen). The code

snippets in the retrieval database are generated using a sliding window approach with a

window size of 𝑆𝑤 and a sliding size of 𝑆𝑠 .

RepoCoder also includes a new benchmark RepoEva from a collection of Python reposi-

tories from GitHub, making it the first benchmark with three levels of code completion

granularity (line completion, API invocation completion, function body completion). Ex-

periments show that RepoCoder improves existing in-file completion benchmarks by over

10%, especially after at least two iterations. However, they still describe some limitations

that leave room for improvements in the future. These include, in particular, limited

effectiveness in repositories with low code duplication. Improvements in time efficiency,

in choosing the optimal number of iterations or suitable prompt templates are still possible.

In addition to RepoCoder [104], there are other code generation approaches that refer

to a repository.

ReACC [53] is a retrieval-augmented code completion framework comparable to Re-

poCoder, but it is not limited to its own repository in the source code database. It also

consists of a retriever and a generation component, but only goes through one iteration
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Figure 14: ReAcc [53]

(see middle scheme in Figure 13a). Figure 14 shows an example of how incomplete code

can be completed using a retrieved similar code.

RepoFusion (under review) [79] expands the idea of RepoCoder and suggests training

codemodels with the integration of relevant repository context with the Fusion-in-Decoder

method in order to benefit from better performance while at the same time being smaller

models to benefit.

Figure 15: DocPrompting [108]

CodeGen4Libs [49] is an approach to library-

oriented code generation. In the first step (im-

port generation stage) it imports import state-

ments from third-party libraries and in the sec-

ond step (code generation stage) it generates

code based on the query and the imports. It can

improve previous benchmarks.

RepoBench [51] (under review) also repre-

sents a new benchmark for repository-level

code auto-completion systems with zero-shot

learning. It consists of three sub-tasks for the

programming languages Java and Python: Re-

trieval Task (RepoBench-R, ability to retrieve

the most relevant code snippets), Code Comple-

tion Task (RepoBench-C, predict the next line of

code), End-to-End Pipeline Task (RepoBench-P,

simulate the complete process of code auto completion).

A Stanford CS224N Custom Project [89] shows that it is in principle possible to use

StackOverflow
7
as a code snippet corpus. This expands the amount of accessible knowl-

edge and removes the restriction to specific repositories and data sets for the retrieval step.

7https://stackoverflow.com/
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After dealing with the repository level-specific code generation approaches, approaches

that relate to API specifications or code documentation will now be discussed: APICoder

[102] and DocPrompting [108].

DocPrompting [108] is a natural language to code framework (retrieval-then-generate

paradigm) that can generate code based on a retrieval of relevant documentation (e.g.

code manuals). Given a query in natural language, DocPrompting retrieves relevant parts

of the code documentation from an up-to-date documentation pool. It then generates

programming code based on the retrieval of the input query (example in figure 15). It

is inspired by human programming behavior, where human programmers are inspired

by code manuals. In contrast to previous approaches, reference can be made to unseen

functions or libraries that were not included in the training data or have changed since

then (for example new arguments in the function). It can be applied to any programming

language and is not dependent on the underlying LLM. This makes it the first approach to

leveraging documentation in models, improving numerous existing benchmarks. They

also publish a new benchmark for retrieval-based code generation.

Figure 16: APICoder [102]

APICoder [102] is an approach compa-

rable to DocPrompting, which enables re-

trieval (APIRetriever) of the API documen-

tation for private libraries in order to gen-

erate code (APICoder) based on it (see Fig-

ure 16). Both modules (APIRetriever, API-

Coder) were trained with data from pub-

lic libraries and can generalize to private

libraries. In addition, three benchmarks

(TorchDataEval, MonkeyEval, BeatNumEval) are published for private libraries.

CRUSH4SQL [39] is a Text2SQL approach that uses a hallucinated minimal database

schema as a query for an information retriever. A two-stage mechanism is used. In a

first step, an LLM is used to hallucinate a minimal database schema. This hallucination

serves as a bridge between the lexical gap between the tokens of the user query and the

actual schema elements. In the second step, the system uses the hallucinated schema to

extract a subset of the schema that is closest to the hallucinated schema. Unlike traditional

Text2SQL generators, which include and encode the entire schema, this approach is more

effective for large databases with thousands of columns, also because it requires fewer

computing and storage resources. Since there are currently no benchmark data sets with

information retrieval for Text2SQL tasks with schema subsetting, three new benchmark

data sets are also being introduced.

4.2.2 Code Search with Retrieval Methods

There are also applications that are limited to code retrieval in the sense of a code search.

This makes it more of a retrieval application than a RALLM application.

Deep Code Search (DeepCS) [23] is a Code-Description Embedding Neural Network

(CODEnn) based code search tool based on a dense retriever. For the search, code snippets
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and natural language descriptions are transferred to a high-dimensional vector space

so that the code snippet and the associated description have similar vectors. DeepCS /

CODEnn thus takes into account that source code and its natural language description

are heterogeneous in their lexical tokens, but are semantically closely linked. Figure 17

shows the architecture of DeepCS, which includes three phases: offline training, offline

code embedding, online code search. CODEnn was trained on over 18.2 million Java code

snippets.

Figure 17: DeepCS [23]

CodeRetriever [47] learns code seman-

tics at the function level through large-scale

code-text contrastive pre-training. In do-

ing so, it reacts to previous weaknesses

of token-based approaches to code search.

These include the token imbalance in pro-

gramming languages (keywords or opera-

tors appear in many places in the code) and

the cross-language representation (chal-

lenge to learn a unified semantic represen-

tation of the code with the same function-

ality but using different programming languages). CodeRetriever consists of a text encoder

and a code encoder that transforms text and code into separate dense vectors, minimizing

the unimodal contrastive loss and the bimodal contrastive loss during training. Experi-

ments show that CodeRetriever performs best compared to all other approaches.

Li et al. [45] also shows how query expansion and query rewriting / augmentation

methods explained in Section 3.1 can be applied to code search. This achieves a new

state-of-the-art performance.

4.2.3 Code Summarizing with Retrieval Methods

Given a code snippet, code summarization is intended to generate a summary of that code

snippet so that software developers can understand code quickly and correctly. Some

approaches in which RALLM can help are presented below.

REDCODER [62] is a framework that retrieves relevant code or code summaries from a

retrieval database in order to pass them on as a supplement to a model for code generation

or code summarization. The consideration at this point should be limited to code summary.

To do this, a code snippet is passed as input to a retriever model (SCODE-R, based on the

DPR [36] from Section 3.2), which then extracts k relevant summaries from a Database (e.g.

GitHub or StackOverflow). The retrieved summary is then concatenated with the original

input code and the generator (SCODE-G, a variant of BART) then generates a summary of

the code. Experiments show that retrieval methods improve code summarization.

EditSum [46] is a retrieve-and-edit framework for source code summarization compara-

ble to REDCODER. A retriever module (sparse retriever BM25 [69], see Section 3.2) retrieves

a similar code snippet from a pre-defined corpus in order to use it as a prototype summary.

The prototype serves as a starting point for the edit module (encoder-decoder-architecture),

and is then adapted to the semantic information of the input code.
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The approaches described so far (REDCODER and EditSum) have the disadvantage that

they neither take into account the relationship between the original code and the similar

code nor the relationship between the original code and the summary of the similar code,

as these are each processed separately and simply concatenated become. READSUM [14]

responds to this disadvantage with a Transformer model for source code summarization

that uses retrieval augmented techniques. The relevance between the original code and the

retrieved code is taken into account using attention-based augmentation and important

keywords of the similar summary from the original code are extracted using a fusion

network. To learn the relationship between the original code and the retrieval code, a code

representation based on a multi-head self-attention mechanism is used, using the Abstract

Syntax Tree (AST) sequence at the embedding stage; i.e. instead of being processed

separately, sequential and structural processes are processed in a single transformer.

Experiments show that READSUM achieves state-of-the-art performance on all evaluation

metrics for Java data sets and also outperforms many baselines for Python.

4.2.4 Requirements Traceability with Retrieval Methods

Requirements traceability refers to the links between software artifacts (forward and

backward) and helps throughout the entire software evolution process to check the com-

pleteness of a software artifact in relation to the requirements, to discover dependencies

and thus to ensure the overall quality of a software.

Udagawa [87] discusses early approaches based on vector space information retrieval

methods for the automatic restoration of requirements traceability. Similarities between

artifacts from the requirements phase and the design phase are measured, whereby the

similarity measures depend heavily on the accuracy of the description. Sparse vectors

based on inverse document frequency are used.

CERBERUS [18] is also an early approach that attempts to identify the source code in

a program in relation to a feature or requirement and uses information retrieval. The

requirements or features are viewed as a query and the source code as a document. Sparse

vectors are used, which are formed with special consideration of the keywords of the

programming language and the inverse document frequency.

YamenTrace [58] is a newer approach to recover and visualize Requirement-to-Code

Traceability Links (RtC-TLs), which also uses retrieval methods. To do this, latent semantic

indexing (LCI) and singular value decomposition (SVD) are used to search for textual

similarity between the code and the requirements on the term-document matrix. A formal

concept analysis (FCA) further clusters similar code and requirements.

4.2.5 Commit Message Generation with Retrieval Methods

Commit messages should document and summarize changes in the code and be as mean-

ingful as possible so that a good understanding of the evolutionary history of a software

is created. RALLM approaches can also help here.
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RACE [76] represents a retrieval-augmented commit message generation method. A

similar commit message is initially retrieved as an example. A meaningful commit message

is then generated based on the content of the code diff and the similar commit message

with the support of an example guide (learns the semantic similarity between retrieved

and current code diff). A code diff encoder learns the semantics of code diffs and encodes

it in high-dimensional semantic space. Repetitive or redundant commit messages should

be avoided. Experiments show that RACE outperforms all baselines. Context-Aware

Retrieval-based Deep Commit Message Generation (CoRec) [91] is a comparable approach

to RACE, but uses end-to-end training.

COME [27] as a newer approach to commit message generation with retrieval methods

uses a fine-grained way to represent code changes in embeddings, thus responding to

inappropriate representations of code changes from previous approaches. For this purpose,

code change representations are learned in a self-supervised manner in an encoder-decoder

neural network. COME achieves state-of-the-art performance on various benchmarks.

4.2.6 Automatic Program Repair with Retrieval Methods

Figure 18: RAP-Gen Bug Example [93]

Automatic Program Repair (APR) is

designed to reduce manual debug-

ging effort using tools. While con-

ventional APR methods follow the

search-based approach and heuris-

tic rules, progress in machine learn-

ing has meant that program repair

could be learned as a mapping from

a buggy source program to a correct

target program as a sequence to se-

quence problem (see for example TFix [4]). These models have limited performance due to

their limited number of parameters and the complexity of many bugs, so extending these

models with a patch retriever is worthwhile.

The Retrieval-Augmented Patch Generation framework (RAP-Gen) [93] is a generic

framework for APR with a retrieval system. It uses a hybrid patch retriever, a combination

of the sparse retriever BM25 [69] and the dense retriever DPR [36], described in Section

3.2. It consists of an external database that retrieves bug fix pairs to extend the input

to the CodeT5 code-specific language model [95] (see Section 2.2). Figure 18 offers an

example where the patch retriever is used to search for several similar/relevant bug fixing

pairs for a bug, which are then passed on to the CodeT5 patch generator in a ranked list,

with the help of which the original bug is fixed. The fix can be verified using unit tests or

developer verification. Extensive evaluations show that RAP-Gen outperforms previous

state-of-the-art methods on various benchmarks for Java and JavaScript (e.g. 69.3% vs.

78.8% for error removal accuracy on TFix [4]).
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this seminar paper, current methods and applications for Retrieval-Augmented Large

Language Models (RALLMs) were presented. They can solve numerous problems of LLMs

and expand them with external knowledge, so that they can also answer questions for

which there is no training data and therefore hallucinate less.

It is notable that although research on information retrieval has existed since the 1950s,

it has undergone enormous innovation in the early 2020s and the research area has

therefore developed in many dimensions (see Section 2). This increase in innovation

remains dynamic and is closely associated with the development of LLMs. Nevertheless,

there are still numerous approaches for future-oriented scientific research, and there is

still room for improvement, particularly when it comes to the factual accuracy of LLMs

and RALLMs.

Dealing with private data in RALLMs will remain a challenge. Huang et al. [30] offers a

study on privacy risks in retrieval-based LLMs. In order to develop customized in-domain

RALLMs, RETA-LLM [48] provides a toolkit for creating a complete pipeline.

Due to the success of RALLMs and due to the large amount of knowledge in the world,

it will be relevant to develop RALLMs that can scale to millions of text passages and

still produce good results. Pradeep et al. [65] offers some comments and an empirical

study. Furthermore, it remains a challenge to reduce the latency of RALLMs and enable

multimodal search.

RALLMs usually assume that the knowledge in the external database is factually correct.

However, due to numerous fake news on the Internet, this assumption is not always

true. Therefore, it remains a challenge that RALLMs can classify external counterfactual

knowledge and distinguish correct reliable knowledge from incorrect knowledge. They

should also improve their answer quality (less hallucination) and their reference quality

(source instead of blackbox). RECALL [52] (under review) is therefore a benchmark for

context with counterfactual information in order to be able to build models in the future

that can meet this requirement.

All of the challenges described (including scaling, correctness, private data, customiza-

tion) also exist for RALLM applications in software development. Furthermore, it is

noticeable that numerous benchmark data sets for different code generation and summa-

rization tasks have been created in the last 2 years, especially at the repository level (see

applications in Section 4.2). As this is a new area of research, these benchmark data sets

have yet to become established and widely accepted. Nevertheless, it can be expected that

the performance on these benchmark data sets will improve in the future. Despite all the

progress on existing benchmark data sets, it remains a challenge to generate high-quality

and secure code. For example, a user study [63] shows that the use of AI coding assistance

leads to significantly less secure code, which still leaves room for improvement.
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